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Interoperability in the context of mobile money can mean many different things, but one of the most often cited use cases is for 
mobile money operators (mmos) to provide the ability for customers to undertake money transfers between two accounts at different 
mobile money schemes, alongside the ability to transfer money between accounts at mobile money schemes and accounts at banks. 

this paper is focused on this functionality, referred to as account-to-account (a2a) interoperability.

a2a interoperability in mobile money may create strong positive network effects; there is a wide body of research that investigates 
interoperability in payments systems and assesses the opportunity for participants that is created through network effects. studies 
have found empirical evidence that demonstrates the positive network effects of a2a interoperability between banks, which could be 
expected to apply also for mobile money. 

inappropriate implementation choices, or a pre-mature regulatory mandate that forces untimely and unsustainable solutions for 
interoperability, may negate the potentially significant benefits that individ ual mobile money schemes can achieve by being part of a 
wider, interoperable network. as an example, price sensitiveness has resulted in the under-utilisation of certain bank payment schemes, 
illustrating the effect of too costly implementations or high pricing.

to avoid this, this paper presents a methodological approach to identify and implement an optimal solution for a2a interoperability. 
there are a number of implementation options; we bring up six different ones in this paper, ranging from bilateral between parities to 
a single central processor using an existing national banking service. as each implementation option for a2a interoperability is likely to 
affect the product and the mobile money operator in different ways; on pricing, governance and operational procedures for example, the 
choice of implementation option should be made based on a number of strategic considerations. 

this paper introduces an evaluation framework to filter implementation options using a set of eight evaluation criteria. the most 
appropriate solution for any given market is not necessarily the same for all markets. any evaluation needs to take into consideration 
the market context and capabilities of existing financial infrastructures. it is essential for the implementation to preserve the defining 
features of mobile money; that transactions are in real-time and at low-cost. the service should remain accessible and any introduced 
risks need to be properly mitigated. price and accessibility are particularly important if a2a interoperability will have a positive 
impact on financial inclusion. 

the implementation of a2a interoperability requires collaboration between commercial companies, often competitors. Getting companies 
to work together requires effective organisation and getting collaborations to deliver will require effective leadership and governance.

1.1

Introduction 
and summary
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1. currently, this functionality is simulated by a ‘voucher’ transaction. When money is sent to a user outside of the mobile money scheme, a voucher code is created and sent to the recipient via sms. the value of the 
voucher is stored on the originating platform and the value is required to be cashed-out in full at a cash-out location of the originating scheme. therefore, it does not involve any communication between different 
mobile money schemes.

2. interoperability in electronic payments: lessons and opportunities, carol coye Benson, scott loftesness, 30 may 2013, http://www.cgap.org/publications/interoperability-electronic-payments-lessons-and-opportunities

3. account-to-account electronic money transfers: recent Developments in the united states, oz shy, october 12, 2011, consumer payments research center, Federal reserve Bank of Boston,                                           
http://www.bostonfed.org/economic/ppdp/2011/ppdp1110.pdf

To date, each money mobile offering is being developed and deployed as a scheme in its own right – with its own platform, 
operating rules and independent networks of agents and customers. as each mobile money scheme is operated independently, 
typically, money transfers from one scheme cannot be made to another1. 

the ability to make a money transfer transaction from one scheme to another would signify schemes were interoperable. However, as 
others have described2, interoperability for mobile money can mean a number of different things; in addition to transaction interoperabil-
ity, it may include agent sharing and retail point of sale compatibility.

at its most basic therefore (and for the purposes of this paper), interoperability refers to account-to-account (a2a3) transfers between 
customer accounts at different mobile money schemes and between accounts at mobile money schemes and accounts at banks. Here, 
the expectation is that money transfers are between accounts owned mainly by individuals and small businesses. 

In summary, the key functional requirements for A2A interoperability are the ability to:

•	 Directly transact between wallet accounts at different mmos;

•	 Directly transact between mobile money accounts and bank accounts;

•	 settle the funds for transactions across schemes and between schemes and banks;

•	 implement common risk management practices that preserve the integrity of the individual mobile money schemes.

naturally, there are a number of ways mobile money schemes can join together (and with banks) to interoperate for a2a transactions 
– for example, with decentralised networks of schemes or through centralised services. an overview of the implementation options avail-
able to address these key requirements is presented in the body of this paper along with a framework for their assessment.

What is meant by 
A2A interoperability

2.1
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4. electronic purses, interoperability and the internet, leo Van Hove, http://firstmonday.org/ojs/index.php/fm/rt/printerFriendly/1514/1429#v3

5. the economics of networks, nicholas economides, october 1996, international Journal of industrial organization, http://www.stern.nyu.edu/networks/top.html

6. the case for interoperability, neil Davidson, paul leishman,, http://www.gsma.com/mobilefordevelopment/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/mmu_interoperability.pdf

7. payment systems and network effects, Johan Gottfried leibbrandt, http://www.merit.unu.edu/training/theses/Jleibbrandt.pdf

8. adoption of technologies with network effects: an empirical examination of the adoption of automated teller machines, the ranD Journal of economics Vol. 26, no. 3 (autumn, 1995), pp. 479-501

Good and Bad Network Effects

Interoperability adds the ability for customers to transact with users in other schemes, increasing the size of the overall payments 
network. there are a number of studies that assess actual transaction data to show that a positive network effect – referred to as 
the positive effect of network externalities – applies to payment systems, just as it does for telecoms networks4. When applied 

to mobile money, this would lead to an increase in the number of transactions made in participating schemes, which in turn leads to 
increased transaction revenues. 

as well as the positive network effect, joining an interoperable network can have negative effects due to the competitive threat of 
substitution – referred to as the negative effect of network externalities – as the differentiation of products on the same network 
becomes harder for network operators, as well as increasing costs for implementing and operating compatible systems. For telecoms 
and payments products alike, this can lead to incumbent networks trying to protect their existing business by remaining isolated 
from other networks, even though there is evidence that, if network externalities are strong, the positive effect is more valuable than 
the negative impact5. 

the Gsma has published a paper illustrating the benefit of interconnectivity with an analysis of the positive network effect associated 
with interoperable sms across mobile networks, and how this may relate to mobile money schemes6. additionally, there is a large body 
of literature analysing the positive network effect for payments in banking networks.

Evidence of a Positive Network Effect
empirical studies7 over the last thirty years or so have helped confirm the existence of the positive effect of network externalities for 
several types of banking sector payment networks, including atm networks, automated clearing House (acH) and credit and debit 
payment cards. 

research into atm deployments8 identified positive network effects based on number and concentration of atms in specific locali-
ties. atm networks originally started as private networks before coming together into ‘networks of networks’. the banks with larger 
proprietary networks, and who made the biggest investments were found to be slower to join with other network providers than 
banks with smaller networks2. 

Why is A2A 
interoperability 
important

2.2
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For a2a interoperability, the most directly comparable banking sector payment network is probably the automated clearing house 
(acH). an acH is a banking sector network that facilitates relatively low value money transfers between customer accounts at different 
banks. acHs and their operation and settlement are introduced in appendix a of this paper.

research9 from Federal reserve Bank of Boston in 2002 found acH usage passively correlated to adoption by other banks in the local 
market. research10 at us national Bureau of economic research in 2006, recognised that the us acH was underutilised, looked at the 
reasons why and assessed the positive network effect by modelling changes to both customer and bank costs. From the models created, 
they found that reducing customer fixed costs would lead to an increase in utility and give a positive increase to bank profits.

Regulation Drives Requirements
many of the studies into the network effect for payments have been undertaken in conjunction with central banks and as such include 
potential policy directives that central bank regulators should consider adopting, to encourage and foster growth in electronic payment 
networks. this is because the wider economy benefits significantly from efficient electronic payments. For example, in the developed 
market of canada, iHs Global insight research11 (sponsored by Visa) indicated that electronic payments contributed 23% of the $782 billion 
in cumulative growth of the canadian economy over a 25 year period to 2010. From this, it is reasonable to assume that central bank regu-
lators will, at some point, want to see a2a interoperability for mmo schemes in their market to set an environment for as strong and stable 
growth as possible. a key consideration will be for central banks to allow this to be implemented in the most efficient way possible.

central banks have the responsibility to oversee the efficiency of payments systems and to mitigate systemic risks, which requires visibil-
ity of transaction volume and velocity. consequently, central banks are likely to add additional reporting requirements for interoperable 
schemes to help with on-going supervision and oversight. this to ensure that any introduced settlement risk between schemes due to 
interoperability is effectively and actively managed such that it is quantifiable and minimised. 

Will Mobile Money Benefit
it is important to note that the benefits of a2a interoperability do not remove the need for the investments required to make individual 
mobile money schemes successful (i.e. investments in distribution, product development, customer activation and marketing, etc.)12. any 
benefits are more likely to be for schemes with proven success in a market. 

the experience in banking sector electronic payment networks indicates there is a positive network effect from a2a interoperability. as 
the effect is likely to be directly applicable to mobile money, this has the potential to facilitate substantial growth in the mobile money 
industry over time. the benefit from a positive network effect is not a ‘one-off’ occurrence; it remains in force for the life of the service13.

Helping to improve financial inclusion is likely to be dependent on how interoperability is implemented. Here, the target segment of cus-
tomers are particularly cost sensitive and any fees introduced are dependent on the costs of the particular a2a interoperability solution 
that is implemented. the aim should be to avoid additional barriers. therefore it is essential that the implementation options are fully 
understood so that informed choices can be made and solution selection undertaken that is appropriate to the target market. one of the 
key objectives of this paper is to help with this selection process, so that the core characteristics of mobile money – that mobile money is 
real-time, affordable, low-risk and accessible for all types of users – are all maintained in an interoperable solution. 

9. network externalities and technology adoption: lessons from electronic payments, Federal reserve Bank of Boston, 2002, http://www.frbsf.org/economic-research/files/wp02-16bk.pdf

10. Quantifying equilibrium network externalities in the acH Banking industry, national Bureau of economic research, 2006, http://www.nber.org/papers/w12488

11. the Benefits of electronic payments: http://currencyofprogress.ca/files/2012/08/3.2.4-Download-electronic-payments-White-paper-english.pdf

12. expanding the ecosystem of mobile money: considerations for interoperability http://www.gsma.com/mobilefordevelopment/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/2012_mmu_expanding-the-ecosystem-of-mobile-money.pdf

13. For example, this characteristic was identified as a key feature when the business model for faster inter-bank clearing and settlement of retail transactions in the uk was analysed. the analysis stated: “it is also worth empha-
sising that improvements to payment arrangements, such as faster clearing times, incur a one-off cost of investment in bank systems, but lead to a continuing flow of benefits to payment users. per annum benefits therefore 
need to be only relatively small to provide a cost-benefit justification for making the proposed improvement in payment arrangements.”
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Reducing Barriers to Transact
The key findings to take away from studies into the network effect for bank payment networks are:

•	 studies have found empirical evidence that demonstrates the positive network effects of a2a interoperability;

•	 Banks with large numbers of customers are reluctant to join networks, worrying substitution costs outweigh the positive net-
work effects;

•	 customers are very price sensitive, which has resulted in the under-utilisation of certain bank payment schemes in the us as com-
pared to their european equivalents;

•	 the benefits of a2a interoperability for mobile money schemes would be more likely to apply to more established schemes with a 
proven business model and stable distribution network and customer base.

these findings are consistent with the Gsma’s recent paper 6 on the interconnection of mobile money schemes, which highlighted the 
need for realistic pricing for inter-scheme transactions. the use of multiple sim cards is common practice by customers in mobile money 
markets, and switching sim cards and mobile money accounts will likely be an alternative way for inter-scheme transactions if a2a 
interoperability is introduced with a steep cost barrier – albeit more cumbersome for the customers, less appealing to the regulator and 
without the benefits of positive network effects for the scheme operators. 

it may be difficult to conceive of which types of payments would cause customers to take advantage of a2a interoperability between 
schemes and with banks14. However, it is widely recognized that payments are not undertaken for their own purpose but “in order to 
complete other transactions”15. evidence suggests that reducing barriers for customers across the whole payments network is enough 
to generate positive network effects that can help raise economic activity and have a positive effect on the profitability of mobile 
money schemes. By adding a2a interoperability to mobile money schemes, they may become a foundational element of a national 
payments infrastructure.

Interoperability and Financial Inclusion
in a number of markets, the mmo payment schemes have been successful in increasing financial access and, where successful, this has 
led to a rise in uptake and usage of formal financial services. interoperability has the potential to increase uptake further as the ability 
to transact across different schemes will be available. However, it is equally important that any move to a2a interoperability does not 
restrict access, eligibility or affordability of services by adding restrictive practices or prohibitive cost to payment schemes.

Having the participating players in the market investigate the implementation options to identify the appropriate option for a2a interop-
erability for that market is preferable over mandated solutions, which would have a greater risk of being under-utilised or overly costly. 
the benefits of a2a interoperability in the area of financial inclusion are likely to come into play not immediately but in the longer term, 
as most options are associated with increased costs for the end customer, at least in the short term.

14. improving access to mobile money services is one area where interoperability would bring benefits. For an example see http://www.pnas.org/content/109/26/10257.full

15. What’s in it for us? network effects and bank payment innovation, alistair milne, Bank of Finland research, Discussion papers, 2005, http://www.suomenpankki.fi/en/julkaisut/tutkimukset/keskustelualoitteet/
Documents/0516netti.pd
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3
OPTIONS TO ACHIEVE A2A 
INTEROPERIBILITY
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This section introduces the most likely implementation options that should be considered for achieving a2a interoperability 
between mobile money schemes and between mobile money schemes and banks. For each approach identified, a summary is 
provided with its strengths and weaknesses for the participating mmos.

in order to be able to evaluate fully the most appropriate approach, the market context for a deployment must be taken into considera-
tion. the next section of this document presents an evaluation of the potential options for different market contexts, as each implemen-
tation option has consequences for participating mobile money schemes.

The implementation options described in this section are:

•	 Bilateral agreements between schemes and banks;

•	 neutral processor between schemes and with banks;

•	 commercial processor between schemes and with banks;

•	 using a bank and a national acH to interface with other banks;

•	 Direct connectivity to national acH for all schemes and banks;

•	 commercial processor for bank interface, bilateral between schemes.
 
the above options are described using overview diagrams to illustrate connectivity between participants. In the diagrams blue lines are 
used to indicate transaction flows and red lines settlement flows. Note that settlement (the flow of ‘real’ funds) would occur between 
bank accounts belonging to the participant MMO. For settlement participants need to be able to reconcile the flow of funds into their 
bank account with the flow of e-money associated with the transaction. this detail is not shown in the diagrams.

Identifying possible 
options

3.1
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The simplest approach, in terms of understanding, is to mirror existing mobile money agent, or company, relationships but apply 
them to other mobile money schemes and banks using bilateral connectivity and agreements. 

Both mobile telecoms and banking industries have considerable experience in building bilateral agreements for interoperability. 
Bilateral agreements are often used for roaming relationships between mobile network operators and are not uncommon in interoper-
able banking sector payments schemes. For example, in canada and australia electronic funds transfer payment card schemes for pos 
retail payments operate on bilateral agreements between networks acquiring and issuing parties.

this approach is illustrated here:

Bilateral agreements

3.2

Figure 1: Bi-lateral Agreements

relatively easy to deploy

existing account management processes

may be able to re-use an existing framework for banks

enables net settlement (by agreement)

control over feature enablement

control over interface standards

complexity increases with number of parties

each mmo needs to connect to all parties – duplicating efforts

increases complexity of maintenance over time

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

MMO A MMO B

MMO C

$

$

Table 1: Bilateral Agreements Strengths and Weaknesses

BANKS
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the biggest potential drawback with this approach is scalability – how is the complexity of many-to-many relationships to be managed if 
the number of participant grows. there are two different potential issues here:

a. mmo account to mmo account connectivity should not be an issue. in most markets, there are only a small number (typically, less 
than five) of mobile money schemes and as such a relatively small number of bilateral agreements need to be agreed. so, scalability 
of bilateral agreements for mmo schemes should not be a problem;

B. By contrast, connectivity to banks may be an issue, since there often are many more banks in a market than mmos. this may create 
significant integration overhead. However, if the interface to banks is standardised across all schemes, connectivity can be made to 
be relatively straightforward. 

a strategy to mitigate this issue would be to consider a single ‘connect point’ for mmos to interact with the conventional banking net-
work, leaving inter-mmo transactions for bilateral agreements. this option is explored further in the section below entitled ‘a single Bank 
and national acH to interface to all Banks’. 
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The neutral processor approach envisages creating an entity that is jointly owned by the all participating mmos, operating a 
single-point switch which routes traffic between the separate mobile money deployments and offers a single connection to 
external banking partners.

this approach is illustrated below:

neutral processor

3.3

Figure 2: Neutral Processor

scalable

each mmo gains access to all external parties who connect to processor, and 
vice versa

control over feature enablement

control over interface standards

time consuming to incorporate processor joint venture

new settlement approach required – may have unknown risks

may add additional transactions costs

new operational rules required

time scales for agreement on technology and approach

transaction reversal requests may be harder, as there is no specific contract 
between mmo and recipient’s bank

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

MMO A MMO B

MMO C

BANKS

$ $

Table 2: Neutral Processor Strengths and Weaknesses
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the idea of a single neutral switch may initially seem to be a good approach for connectivity to banking networks, as it reduces the 
number of connections needed, but, by contrast, if there are a low number of mmos, it may be overly expensive and time consuming for 
mmo interconnectivity. 

the settlement model between participants would require two stages: settlement between one participant and the processor; and set-
tlement between the processor and the corresponding participant. typically mmo payments are real-time transactions using e-money 
that is matched by cleared funds in a trust account at a bank. this may not be the case for all transactions through the processor, thus 
this introduces settlement risk that requires consideration in the technical solution and operational service. this new, two stage model for 
settlement may delay deployment and may lead to additional risks.

the definition and control of the operational rules, transaction processing and settlement requires the active involvement of all partici-
pants in the neutral switch. in relatively new markets and markets that have mmo schemes with significantly different levels of maturity, 
ensuring that the operation of the joint venture gives an equal and non-exclusive, ‘level playing field’ to all participants will be essential. 
this will require oversight, the body for which may be difficult to identify and potentially costly to engage.
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This approach aims to reduce time to market by contracting a commercial entity to manage the routing of transactions and to 
handle clearing and settlements across multiple mmo scheme providers and financial institutions.

this approach is illustrated below:

commercial processor

3.4

Figure 3: Commercial Processor

scalable

each mmo gains access to all external parties who connect to processor,  
and vice versa

may be faster to deploy than neutral processor

mature systems may improve reliability and contribute with  
established processes

new operational rules required

unknown additional transactions costs added by commercial third party

new settlement approach required – two stage settlement has unknown risks

loss of control for mmos (on price, connections, innovations etc.)

transaction reversal requests are much harder, no specific contract between 
mmo and recipient’s Bank

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

MMO A MMO B

MMO C

BANKS

$ $

Table 3: Commercial Processor Strengths and Weaknesses
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the option to use a third party processor should be faster to market than creating an mmo scheme-neutral processor – but it is likely 
to be more expensive on a per transaction basis. it will add costs to each transaction that could significantly affect the attractiveness of 
inter-scheme mobile money interoperability to customers, especially unbanked customers.

When the average transaction value for mobile money is of the order of a few tens of dollars, adding a commercial processor could 
adversely affect transaction cost (for example, assuming fees similar to debit cards) for the lowest value transactions, which would act to 
significantly stifle the potential benefits of a2a interoperability.
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In this option, the mmo schemes inter-connect directly to each other, through bilateral agreements (as in the first option 3.2), but 
inter-connect to the banking sector through a single partner bank relationship. the bank partner relationship is then used to connect 
through to the remaining banks through the national acH. 

as typically all banks connect to the acH for bank account to bank account transfers, this facility would be used by the partner bank to 
convert mobile wallet e-money to ‘real’ banking system money before making a transfer from a scheme bank account to the recipient’s 
bank account at another bank – and vice versa for bank account to mobile wallet e-money. if the recipient’s bank account was with the 
partner bank, the acH would not need to be used for the transfer.

it is worth noting that in some markets a national acH may not exist and that lower value payments between banks may be carried out 
using bilateral agreements between banks. in this case, this option may still be appropriate as an agreement with a single bank should be 
enough to allow transfers to all other banks.

this approach is illustrated below:

Partner bank to 
national AcH

3.5

Figure 4: Partner Bank to National ACH

MMO A MMO B

$

BANK

$

BANKS

MMO C BANK ACH

$
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relatively fast to deploy

Bank integration becomes simplified

Banks would process mobile money transactions through acH as a standard 
bill payment (needs validating)

extension to existing framework between mmo schemes and partner Bank

acH may be cheaper than a commercial processor for banks

Very low value transactions are not currently routed through acH – unknown 
impact

mobile money transactions would be included with other bank transactions for 
settlement, may be more time consuming to reconcile and audit

may introduce additional costs both from partner bank and acH (over time)

transaction reversal requests are much harder, no specific contract between 
mmo and beneficiary Bank

unknown ability of acH to handle additional transaction volumes

user experience for sending money from bank account to mobile wallet 
account is undefined

acH may not be real time – which introduces settlement delay associated with 
overnight or intraday settlement for scheme to bank transfers

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

this approach may be faster for mmo schemes to reach all bank accounts than the bilateral agreements approach introduced previously. 
However, there are significant elements of the approach that are undefined, or depend on the market context, so this approach repre-
sents an increase in risk relative to other options.

Table 4: Partner Bank to National ACH Strengths and Weaknesses
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In this option, the mmo schemes would connect directly to a national acH scheme, submitting transactions directly without using a 
partner bank. this would aim to enable all transactions, including inter-scheme e-money transactions, to be passed through the acH. 

the acH scheme would need to change to allow references for mobile money wallet accounts as well as bank accounts.

this approach is illustrated below:

Direct connectivity 
to national AcH

3.6

Figure 5: Direct Connectivity to National ACH

MMO A

MMO B

MMO C
$

$
$

BANK

ACH

BANK

BANK

BANK
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From a technical architecture point of view, this approach appears to be the simplest – a single interface to an existing service. However, 
the rules and interfaces for a banking sector acH are not designed to allow for e-money to be cleared. changes to allow this would 
require agreement with the banking sector and the central bank.

Table 5: Direct Connectivity to National ACH Strengths and Weaknesses

inter-scheme and scheme to/from Bank integration simplified

inter-scheme settlement through central bank reserve accounts

Direct connection may be required by the central bank as the volume of inter-
scheme transfers grows over time

Very low value transactions are not currently routed through acH –  
unknown impact

partner bank required for settlement – may introduce additional costs

user experience for sending money from bank account to mobile wallet 
account is undefined

unknown ability of acH to handle additional transaction volumes

acH may not be real time – settlement delay associated with intra-day 
settlement through the acH

a banking sector acH is typically not designed to refer to accounts using the 
mobile phone number

acH rule book not designed to allow for mix of ‘real’ money and e-money

control resides with the members of the acH, not mmo schemes

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
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scalable where scale is needed (i.e. interfacing to banks)

each mno gains access to all external parties who connect to processor,  
and vice versa

Bank integration simplified

loss of control for mmos on interface to banks; on price, connections, 
innovations etc.

unknown additional transactions costs added by commercial third party

new settlement approach required for bank transfers

transaction reversal requests are harder as there is no specific contract 
between mmo and recipient’s Bank

Danger of function creep to include inter mno scheme transactions – and 
subsequent loss of control in that area

user experience for sending money from bank account to mobile wallet 
account is undefined, requires bank agreement

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

3.7

Table 6: Commercial Processor for Bank Interface Strengths and Weaknesses

In this option, the mmo schemes inter-connect directly to each other, using bilateral agreements (as in the first option above), but 
inter-connect to the banking sector through a single commercial processor. this may be appropriate where an existing organisation 
runs a payment network in the market, such as an atm network operator. 

if the commercial processor has relationships with all banks in a market, and processes transactions similar to the required credit trans-
fers (e.g. bill payments), then this approach may offer a relatively quick route to market.

this approach is illustrated below:

commercial processor 
for bank interface

Figure 6: Commercial Processor for Bank Interface

Commercial
ProcessorMMO A MMO B

$

MMO C

$

BANKS
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the option to use a third party processor for bank transfers may be faster to market than direct to integration through banks to the 
national acH or individual bilateral agreements with banks. However, it will add costs to each scheme-bank transaction that could signifi-
cantly affect the attractiveness to customers of this aspect of a2a interoperability.

the rules and interfaces, for an existing banking sector commercial processor, are not specifically designed to allow for e-money to 
be cleared with bank account money, requiring new rules to be defined. For example, what would be the settlement process and tim-
ing for transactions?

as third party networks are closely tied into the banking systems, the changes necessary to the commercial processor network to allow 
for this functionality are likely to require agreement with the banking sector and the central bank. this may add commercial risk (e.g. 
cost) which slows down integration. transaction costs are also a potential barrier to the effectiveness and utilisation of the system, as 
new costs will be introduced and likely passed to the end customer. 
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4
CHOOSING AN OPTION
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cHoosinG an option

In order to decide which of the implementation options introduced above may be most appropriate for a market, an assessment of 
how each option maps onto the key drivers and barriers for a2a interoperability may be undertaken. this provides a framework for 
assessing the relative suitability of each implementation option for the specific conditions of a market. 

it is worth noting that all of the options in section 3 above can be used to provide a2a interoperability given enough time and money. 
this assessment aims to provide a simple tool that can be used to screen and select a small number of the most appropriate options 
(relative to the other options), which may then be considered in more detail to fully understand their requirements and implications.

The assessment framework uses the following criteria against which an implementation option is scored:

a. risk impact;

B. implementation complexity;

c. transaction cost impact;

D. regulatory Framework;

e. agreement Framework;

F. scalability;

G. user experience;

H. time to market.

Assessment 
criteria

4.1
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A. RiSK impAcT

a key consideration for all new payment systems is whether the introduction 
of the service brings new systemic and fraud risk. this element in the 
assessment is used to assess the impact of an implementation option in terms 
of the new risks introduced through a2a interoperability.

•	 are risks known and understood for both inter-scheme a2a and scheme to 
bank a2a transaction clearing and settlement?

•	 are new settlement rules required?

•	 are real-time settlements available? if not, what is the settlement cycle?

•	 Do settlements rely on third parties? is their risk known?

•	 Does the central bank have visibility of inter-scheme and scheme-bank 
settlement? 

•	 are significant new controls and reporting required?

ASSESSmENT cRiTERiA KEy quESTioNS To bE coNSidEREd foR EvERy cRiTERiA, 
foR EAcH implEmENTATioN opTioN EvAluATEd

b. implEmENTATioN complExiTy

the cost of implementing a2a interoperability can be a significant barrier 
to its deployment in a market. it is generally impractical to calculate exact 
implementation costs in the initial stages, and so at the screening stage for 
the options a relative assessment of the complexity of implementing a2a 
interoperability is an appropriate proxy for cost – allowing a direct comparison 
of a number of options. an assessment of the implement complexity of an 
option will relate directly to its barriers to deployment in a market.

•	 are common interface standards (e.g. apis) required to be defined for inter-
scheme or scheme-bank interfaces?

•	 is there a suitable existing payment system (e.g. acHs & rtGs) that can be 
used to provide a2a connectivity?

•	 Does the existing processor operate in real-time for transaction 
authorisation and real-time or periodic for settlement?

•	 are changes required to the specifications and interfaces of an existing 
payment system?

•	 can the existing payments systems process potentially very large 
numbers of low value transactions without affecting its current processing 
requirements?

•	 is there the potential to use an existing third party processor? Do they 
provide open apis for integration?

c. TRANSAcTioN coST impAcT

as well as implementation costs, another potential barrier to the 
implementation of a2a interoperability using a specific option may be any 
additional transaction processing costs that option requires.

•	 are the additional transaction processing costs likely to be significant when 
compared to existing mobile money transfer transaction costs? Will this 
make the a2a products uneconomic? 

•	 are the additional processing costs under the control of a banking sector 
party? are these processing costs subject to regulation?

•	 are the additional processing costs under the control of a commercial 
third party?

•	 are future transaction processing costs for a2a interoperability quantifiable 
or unknowable at this stage?

d. REGulAToRy ANd policy fRAmEWoRK

it is important to understand the requirements and constraints of any existing 
regulation for a2a interoperability between schemes. this knowledge should 
highlight the potential barriers to entry there may be that are caused by 
regulation in a specific market. equally, a lack of clarity as to the requirements 
of the regulator may restrict the opportunity to provide a2a interoperability. 
therefore due diligence of the existing regulatory framework is necessary. this 
assessment element also allows consideration of the potential competition 
from other networks.

•	 What are the objectives of the regulator for the development of the 
ecosystem? is there specific regulation defining the requirements and 
constraints of a2a interoperability between schemes? are these regulations 
mature, specific and consistent?

•	 are mobile money schemes required to support other specific functionality 
(such as pos interoperability) that would necessitate working with a 
specific third party, therefore limiting choice of implementation option?

•	 Do regulations define the cost model for a2a interoperability? Will this 
model significantly affect the choice of implementation option?

•	 is the license given directly to the scheme operator (to the mno) for the 
mobile money scheme? if not, a partner bank with a license has significant 
input in the path going forward.

•	 in addition to regulation for mobile money payments, what other 
regulations - such as consumer protection or anti-money laundering and 
combating the Financing of terrorism (aml/cFt) - are likely to influence 
the selection of a specific deployment option? are these regulations well-
established, clear and consistent across the related areas?
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E. AGREEmENT fRAmEWoRK

this assessment element is used to score the ability of the mobile money 
operators participating in a2a interoperability to define, influence and control 
the operating rules and technical specifications of the services provided. it is 
important that significant control is exercised by mmos to ensure that service 
delivery costs can be controlled over the longer term.

•	 Does an option allow existing and understood agreements to be used for 
mmos participating in inter-scheme a2a interoperability and/or scheme-
bank a2a interoperability?

•	 if an option required the creation of a new service organisation, would this 
be under the control of mmos?

•	 is the control of service agreements mixed, with some under mmos’ control 
and some under banking sector or third party control? 

•	 are agreements under third party control subject to regulation that would 
restrict the controlling organisations ability to dominate the rules within 
the agreement?

•	 is the agreement framework and future model unknown at the current 
time? if so, does this represent the introduction of significant risk if the 
option was selected?

ASSESSmENT cRiTERiA KEy quESTioNS To bE coNSidEREd foR EvERy cRiTERiA, 
foR EAcH implEmENTATioN opTioN EvAluATEd

f. ScAlAbiliTy

as well as directly influencing deployment costs on implementation, scalability 
is an assessment of the flexibly of an implementation option to cater for 
changing numbers of participants and, ultimately, end users. For example, if 
there is a large banking sector (with hundreds of banks) bilateral agreements 
may be expensive to implement and maintain across even a small number of 
mobile money operators.

•	 Does an implementation option require individual agreements for all mmos 
and bank participants? or just mmos?

•	 can the option easily scale to allow for the participation of many hundred 
of banks?

G. uSER ExpERiENcE

it is important not to lose sight of the need for convenience and ease of 
use for payment transactions, as these are key drivers for customers. any 
implementation option should deliver these factors along with cast-iron 
reliability and risk-free settlement. Generally, settlement works best for 
customers when it is undertaken in real-time, as is usually the case in mobile 
money services. Banking services may not settle transactions in real-time.

a less tangible driver, perhaps, may be the ability to include a richer set 
of transaction data and services that can be used to enhance the user 
experience. For example, it may be useful for a sending party to be notified 
of the name associated with the target account number (providing privacy 
concerns are addressed).

•	 is the settlement process defined and understood such that it is 
straightforward for customers? 

•	 is settlement provided in real-time for all a2a transactions? or just for some 
a2a transaction types?

•	 Does the implementation option require a complicated or unreliable 
transaction experience, or new registration with significant compliance 
requirements? 

•	 Does the implementation option include the ability to add metadata to 
transactions? Does it allow for the introduction of new transaction types, 
such as transaction reversals?

H. TimE To mARKET

the ability to deliver a solution for a2a interoperability in a relatively short 
timescale may be necessary to satisfy the commercial goals of the participants 
or to meet the requirements defined in regulations. identifying the key driver 
behind the push for a2a interoperability will help determine what the target 
timescale for deployment should be. this element is used to assess if this 
driver is best met through one implementation option or another

•	 Do regulations for interoperability specify a timescale that can be met by 
the implementation option?

•	 are there timescales driven by commercial goals (i.e. competition from 
other networks) that can be met by the implementation option?

•	 Does the implementation option require significant integration effort for 
banks, which may lead to delays?

•	 Would the creation of shared or joint services, if required, prove time 
consuming?

•	 are agreements with third-party service providers or processors likely 
to be straightforward, acceptable to all participants in delivering a2a 
interoperability and relatively fast to sign?

•	 is agreement required with central bank and the banking sector? is there an 
appropriate banking sector organisation that represents all banks?
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4.2

By considering each of the above areas for each implementation option identified and applying a simple scoring mechanism for 
each of the assessment criteria, a relative assessment can be put together that illustrates the suitability of each option with 
regards to the characteristics of a particular market. this is a good way to quickly see which options are of interest, and to screen 

out unsuitable options at an early stage allowing a more detailed analysis of a small number of options. 

to illustrate how an assessment may be undertaken, and to show that the market context is likely to affect the outcome of the assess-
ment, two worked examples are presented in appendix a. the examples are both for markets where mobile money schemes are mostly 
run by a single organisation (in many markets this is a single mno). the first example is a market where the mmos are looking to deploy 
a2a interoperability where the retail payments market is concentrated on a small number of banks; while the second example is a mar-
ket where the mmos are looking to build interoperability in a more mature and competitive retail payments and banking market. 

these examples illustrate where bilateral agreements between different mmos make sense and where selection of a central processor 
to connect many parties may be appropriate. they show that different implementation options are likely to be suitable for different 
types of markets, highlighting that the payments landscape within which interoperability is desired is an important influence on the 
choice of option. 

the framework presented here provides a structured approach that allows an assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of potential 
implementation options to be made for any market. this helps to understand the most appropriate deployment approach and be able to 
identify key cost elements that will influence the business case for a2a interoperability.

Undertaking an 
assessment
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5
CONSIDERATIONS FOR BUILDING 
THE BUSINESS MODEL
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The cost elements of a2a interoperability depend, to a considerable degree, on the implementation option selected. as exact 
costs are dependent on this choice (and relate specifically to an individual market that may be different for every deployment) 
it would not be appropriate to give values for a business model here. as such, this section focuses on the characteristics of the 

value proposition that underlie a business model.

it is important to bear in mind that the majority of the resource costs to implement interoperability are one-off, while the network effect 
benefit remains for the life of the service.

Basic elements of the 
business model

5.1
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5.2

The following table introduces key elements of the business model associated with interoperability for participants throughout the 
mobile money value chain.

A2A value 
proposition

cuSTomER – coNSumER •	 increase in opportunity to transact

•	 increase in convenience

•	 potential to remove the need to have multiple 
mmo subscriptions

•	 price sensitive but open to incentives

STAKEHoldER vAluE pRopoSiTioN SuccESS fAcToRS 

•	 simplify the customer experience for cross-
scheme transactions 

•	 affordable pricing for cross-scheme 
transactions to encourage usage

•	 real-time transactions cross-scheme 

cuSTomER – SmE16 •	 increase in opportunity to transact with other 
smes and customers

•	 improved acceptance, ability to accept more 
sales through mobile money or bank account 
transfers

•	 substitute a2a payments for other payment 
mechanisms (such as cash, cheque, cards) to 
reduce acceptance costs

•	 potential to remove the need to have multiple 
mmo subscriptions

•	 affordable pricing for cross-scheme 
transactions to encourage usage

•	 useful reports and visibility over all 
transaction types

•	 real-time transactions cross-scheme and 
cross-bank transactions

mobilE moNEy opERAToR •	 potential for increasing account-to-account 
transactions, meaning increased revenues

•	 increases customer utility (increases the 
‘demand-side’ push)

•	 opens new business opportunities, especially 
attractive for new acceptance points, such 
as retailers (improves attractiveness to the 
‘supply-side’ pull)

•	 sufficient quality of service among all 
participating mmos to ensure that convenience 
attribute is achieved.

•	 Define commercial model that encourage 
cross-scheme transactions.

•	 agreement framework to handle know and 
future exceptions and customer care issues

16. although mobile money is often promoted as a means for the low-income segments in a society to send and receive funds (from working family members or government disbursement) and to manage their 
money, it is equally about providing a stimulus to the small/medium enterprise (sme) sector. research by the Gsma “Getting the most out of your data” shows the importance of sme mobile money users:                                               
http://www.gsma.com/mobilefordevelopment/new-mmu-data-analysis-aimed-to-accelerate-customer-adoption
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STAKEHoldER vAluE pRopoSiTioN SuccESS fAcToRS 

bANK •	 potential for increasing transactions, for 
example for Bill payments

•	 increases utility of payments for existing 
customers

•	 opportunities for cross-selling / up-selling 
products (e.g. savings and loans)

•	 potential of conversions into current accounts

•	 agreement framework to handle know and 
future exceptions and customer care issues

•	 reduce friction for bank-scheme transactions 
in terms of costs, user experience, etc.

cENTRAl bANK •	 Better opportunities to understand and 
manage system risk

•	 potential to act as the settlement institution

•	 increased visibility: appropriate reports and 
measures to monitor any introduced risks

•	 increased efficiency through greater use of 
electronic payments options

Table 7: Stakeholder Value Proposition

the above table is an introduction to the potential benefits of interoperability for mmo payment schemes and the different stakeholders. 
a key uncertainty for existing mmo payment schemes is that the potential benefit would not materialise and the worry that “the adverse 
substitution effect will not be smaller than the network benefit”4. During the research for this document, direct evidence of this effect has 
not been found, either for mobile money or for banking sector payments schemes.

The key costs associated with A2A interoperability can be summarised as:

•	 One-off technology costs – associated with the design, development and testing of connectivity between schemes, including the 
changes required to mobile money host systems for the servicing of inter-scheme transactions;

•	 Inter-connection costs – whether the implementation option chosen is for direct bi-lateral agreements or through a centralised 
transaction processing service, the additional costs introduced should not be so high as to diminish the attractiveness of inter-
scheme transfers across the spectrum of mobile money users. if one of the goals of interoperability is to improve financial inclusion, 
then transaction costs are a particularly sensitive element of the service;

•	 Operational costs – the majority of which may be associated with servicing customers who make incorrect transfers between ac-
counts in different schemes. this is recognised as a key customer care cost for mature mobile money schemes where transfers are 
only available between its own accounts. adding the ability to transfer funds externally to the scheme means that the problems with 
incorrect transfers could be magnified and made more complex. it is important that consideration for this type of ‘exception transac-
tion’ is discussed and an approach agreed early in the lifecycle of any a2a interoperability programme.

 
in the Gsm business model, operators decided on a commercial agreement where the operator receiving a call or a text is entitled to a 
termination fee set by that operator. in high pre-paid markets, this has resulted in extensive on-net use through customers using multiple 
sims to avoid these extra costs. in mobile money, there is an opportunity to explore other commercial models, models that instead would 
encourage cross-scheme transactions.
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6
HOW TO MOVE AHEAD
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6.2

A2a interoperability requires collaboration between competing commercial companies. Getting competing companies to work 
together successfully requires effective organisation, and getting these collaborations to deliver and evolve requires effective 
leadership and governance. one of the most common and effective means of achieving this is through specially set up, dedi-

cated industry groups (often referred to as steering boards or task forces) that are charged with agreeing and implementing policies. this 
approach will be similar, on a high level, for industry collaboration and other transaction types wanted to be made interoperable. 

esablishing an industry forum, or task force, is the key platform for industry collaboration going forward. this is the first step as it 
creates the forum where the the most appropriate implementation option can be selected and the steps needed to bring services to 
market can be agreed. 

Key activities

Agree with 
regulators

Understand the 
business case

Evaluate 
interoperability 

options 

Determine 
functional scopes

Establish an 
industry forums

the following activities should be considered to define the goals for a2a interoperability and how the industry will meet its own 
requirements and those of the regulators:

Get organised: Establish an industry forum

Governance of a collaborative approach can be achieved through the creation of an industry forum, a task Force. the task Force is a 
forum in which participants can work together to develop the appropriate business, technical and operational approaches.

an example terms of reference for an interoperability task Force is presented in appendix c.

Determine functional scope and objectives

the high-level business requirements for a2a interoperability should be determined to describe what the scope of interoperability is 
in terms of the functionality supported and the objectives of implementation. there is likely to be a combination of sources for require-
ments, from the requirements and constraints defined by regulations to the commercial concerns of participants. likely the providers will 
establish an ongoing dialogue with the regulator to undertake the due diligence of the regulations and to make sure that the work of the 
task Force and the policy objectives and expectations are aligned. 

Evaluate interoperability options

this activity aims to identify, and enable participants to agree, the structure that is the most efficient and cost effective approach for 
the mobile money and payments industry. the preceding sections in this document have presented a list of key discussion points and 
presented an assessment framework that can be used to guide the evaluation process. 

Agree the approach

Following the evaluation of options, outline agreements for interoperability between mmos and between mmos and banks, and a collec-
tive understanding of the way forward, can be agreed. this will outline technical, operational and risk management, including settlement 
and reconciliation practices, which should be discussed with the regulator and formally agreed between participants. 
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Develop the business case

once the desired approach has been identified and agreed, the parties involved need to define the commercial details of the approach 
and a business model that is sustainable for all involved parties. 

Agree approach with regulators

once the industry participants have ratified the proposed approach, it is likely that it will need to be discussed with the payment 
systems regulator.  

once agreement of the approach has been reached, detailed planning and specification work can progress. 

Formalise 
agreements

Define commercial 
elements

Define 
collaborative 

approach

Determine detailed 
requirementss

Plan Approach

the work in this phase could be separated into technical and operational/commercial workstreams.

the technical workstream will define the technical implementation for the chosen option, the technical service level requirements and 
the design of the standard interfaces that need to be created. 

the operational and commercial workstream will define target pricing models, operational procedures (such as fraud and risk mitiga-
tion and customer care), and the formal agreement between the participants, including service level agreements. 

potential activities in this phase include:

Formalise Task Force and plan workstreams

Following agreement of the approach with regulators, formal sign-off and commitment to continue should be gained from each partici-
pating organisation. in order to achieve this, an activity plan for task Force collaboration, with an accurate understanding of the resources 
required, should be created for socialisation within participating companies. naturally, internal resource commitments will need to be 
understood in addition to the commitments to task Force work. 

Define functional and service level requirements

once agreement to proceed has been achieved, the first activity is to refine the business requirements determined in an earlier activity 
and define the more detailed functional and service level requirements for the participants. these requirements and processes will feed 
into both technical and operational workstreams and will allow traceability and reference points for acceptance testing of the imple-
mented solution.

consideration will be required for the following areas of functionality:

a. inter-scheme mobile money transfers;

B. mobile money and bank transfers;

c. transaction queries and reversals;

D. settlement and reconciliation;

e. Financial and regulatory reporting;

F. risk management and fraud reporting;

G. collaborative customer care.
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Collaborate to define standard interfaces

an objective for commercial interconnected systems is to minimise implementation cost and on-going operational overheads for all par-
ties. connections between systems should aim to be implemented using an agreed standardised approach, and interface specifications 
should aim to be based on international standards where appropriate. a key exercise for the task Force is to develop and agree appropri-
ate technical interface specifications.  

Define collaboration for operational procedures

this task Force workstream will define those cross-organisation operational procedures that need to be aligned. the objective here is to 
ensure that inter-scheme payments can be reconciled across organisations for all transactions, successful or otherwise. For example, it 
may be necessary to align customer care processes for transactions across schemes, to ensure that transaction exceptions can be handled 
efficiently and that the required levels of consumer protection can be achieved. 

Collaborate on fraud & risk mitigation

as with any payment network, it is imperative that risks are understood and can be managed effectively. to help participants achieve 
this, an element of information sharing in live services may be required. a key activity for the task Force will be to develop an under-
standing of the likely risk and exposure, and to recommend policies and procedures for operational services. this may lead to a for-
malised risk management framework for the industry to help combat fraud and meet anti-money laundering requirements, as well as 
fostering best practice in participants.  

Determine commercial element of agreements

elements of the commercial agreements between participants may need to be collaborative, depending on the implementation option 
selected. For example, the commission and fee structures for transactions may be agreed centrally, if a commercial processor is used. 
additionally, settlement and reconciliation practices need to be formally agreed between mmos and banks, as well as with the regulator. 

Draw-up formal agreements between participants

at this point in the process, the task Force will have defined and agreed, in principle, the collaborative aspects (i.e. the technical and 
operational approach) for a2a interoperability in their market. Formal agreements between participants can now be entered into and 
development work streams kicked off.
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This discussion paper presents a framework to evaluate a2a interoperability implementation options through industry organisa-
tion and collaboration.  

A2A interoperability is likely to be positive
as presented in this paper, there is significant evidence from interoperable banking sector payment networks to suggest that a2a 
interoperability between different mobile money schemes and between mobile money schemes and banks should offer positive network 
effect benefits for all participants, especially in established mobile money markets.  

How best to achieve A2A interoperability depends on local conditions
there are a number of implementation options covering the interconnection of both mobile money schemes and banks. these range 
from bilateral agreements between parties to a single central processor using an existing national banking service (such as an acH) 
adjusted to include mobile money (e-money) in its clearing and settlement operations. 

as each implementation option for a2a interoperability is likely to position the mobile money industry in a slightly different way – in terms 
of influence over impact on pricing, governance and operational procedures. – the choice of implementation option should be made based 
on strategic considerations, in addition to technical considerations. Having a real-time and low-cost a2a implementation is possible, and 
the purpose of this paper is to help the industry to identify the most efficient solution and governance structure to enable it.  

Interoperability needs a collaborative approach
the most appropriate solution for one market is not necessarily the same for all markets. therefore, this document presents an assess-
ment approach that enables stakeholders to reduce the set of potential deployment options to a small number, which are most suitable 
for their market conditions, for more detailed consideration. the assessment approach uses a simple matrix framework for scoring each 
option against a set of relevant criteria, to describe what is known in the target market. this approach rapidly allows the most promising 
options to be identified for further analysis, and helps explain why other options are not suitable for particular local market conditions.

as a2a interoperability requires collaboration between commercial companies, getting companies to work together successfully requires 
effective organisation and getting collaborations to deliver requires effective leadership and governance. the first step towards suc-
cessful collaboration is for all stakeholders to agree to work together. one of the most effective ways to start this process is to form a 
dedicated Working Group or task Force. this paper includes a template terms of reference for such collaboration, and puts forward an 
initial set of activities to kick-start interoperability work. 

Cost to customers need to be proportionate
While working towards a2a interoperability, it is important to keep in mind that any additional costs introduced for inter-scheme transfers 
must be at a level suitable for the target market, especially if mobile money is to continue to spear-head financial services to low-income 
and currently financially excluded segments of society. Further, incorrect cost structures have resulted in under-utilised payment schemes 
in the banking sector and it is likely that the same situation would occur for mobile money. a key element of cost management will be the 
choice of deployment option and implementation of functionality to reduce potential operational overheads when problems do occur. 

concLUsIon

7
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GSMA ready to support industry initiatives 
to encourage the selection of the most suitable implementation option from the perspectives of both customers and the participat-
ing organisations in a specific market, the Gsma is providing support to establish local industry forums, with the purpose to enable the 
industry to investigate pathways towards a sustainable interoperability implementation – commercial and technical solutions that will 
allow clearing and settlement across schemes without losing the positive attributes of mobile money that has made it successful so 
far. the Gsma may also support the industry forums by facilitating the dialogue with the regulator, due diligence of existing regulatory 
frameworks, and legal assistance in the formulation of the agreements between the participants in the implementation.
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GSMA Mobile Money for the Unbanked

The mobile money for the unbanked (mmu) programme supports mobile money services to reach scale. through close engage-
ment with mobile money providers, we identify and share benchmark data, operational best practices, and commercially-viable 
interoperability approaches, as well as cultivate enabling regulatory environments. the mmu programme is supported by the Bill 

& melinda Gates Foundation, the mastercard Foundation and omidyar network.

the Gsma represents the interests of mobile operators worldwide. spanning more than 220 countries, the Gsma unites nearly 800 of the 
world’s mobile operators with 250 companies in the broader mobile ecosystem, including handset and device makers, software companies, 
equipment providers and internet companies, as well as organisations in industry sectors such as financial services, healthcare, media, 
transport and utilities. the Gsma also produces industry-leading events such as mobile World congress and mobile asia expo. 

Consult Hyperion
consult Hyperion is an independent consultancy, based in the uk and us, specialising in secure electronic transactions. We help organisa-
tions around the world exploit new technology for secure electronic payments and identity transaction services.

consult Hyperion’s mobile money practice offers substantive, experience-based mobile money consultancy services from a team of people 
with extensive experience of delivering results in mobile money solutions across emerging markets. 

consult Hyperion has been active in mobile money since the technology’s earliest days when we were engaged by Vodafone to assist in 
the development of the m-pesa service starting in 2004. our mobile money practice is able to offer the expertise of some of the most 
experienced people in the sector, several of whom worked on the initial pilot and launch of m-pesa in kenya and have since gone on to 
support many other new mobile money services in africa and asia. We have also worked on european mobile financial services, with their 
differing technical and commercial requirements.

ABoUt 
tHe AUtHoRs

8
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Appendix A -
Assessment examples

A.1

UnDeRstAnD tHe MARKet context

as different implementation options are likely to be suitable for different types of market, it makes sense to consider the payments 
landscape, both by industry composition and existing financial infrastructure, in which operability is to be implemented. 

a2a interoperability provides the ability for customers to undertake direct credit transactions between mmo accounts and between mmo 
accounts and bank accounts. therefore, it is reasonable to segment the market by to considering two dimensions corresponding to the 
mmo and banking sectors. 

For example, an approach to market segmentation might consider:

the number and concentration of mobile money schemes; against

the competitiveness and complexity of the retail banking sector.

this landscape categorisation is illustrated below:

Figure 7: Simple Categorisation of Market Types

A. MUlTIPlE MMO 
SCHEMES, lIMITED 

NUMBEr OF 
BANKS 

C. ESTABlISHED 
MMO SCHEMES, 
CONCENTrATED 

BANKING MArKET 

B. MUlTIPlE 
SCHEMES AND 
COMPETITIvE 

BANKING 
NETwOrKS 

D. ESTABlISHED 
MMO SCHEMES, 

OPEN BANK 
PAyMENT 

NETwOrKS 

Fragmented
(more players)

Concentrated
(few players)

Concentrated Competitive

MobIle Money 
MArket

retAIl pAyMentS
 And bAnkIng MArket 
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A.2

UnDeRtAKIng An AssessMent

By considering each of the assessment areas given in section 4 above for each implementation option identified in section 3, a relative 
assessment can be put together that illustrates the suitability of each option in regards to the characteristics of a particular market. this 
is a good way to quickly see which options are of interest, and to screen out unsuitable options at an early stage. 

Different implementation options are likely to be suitable for different types of markets, meaning that the payments landscape within 
which interoperability is desired is an important influence on the choice of option. to illustrate how an assessment may be undertaken, 
and to show that the market context is likely to affect the outcome of the assessment, two examples assessments are presented below. 

the examples are both for markets where mobile money schemes are mostly run by a single organisation (in many markets this is a 
single mno). the first example is from a market where the mmos are looking to deploy a2a interoperability in a retail payments market 
concentrated on a small number of banks, and the second example is from a market where the mmos are looking to build interoperability 
in a more mature and competitive retail payments and banking market. 

the impact assessment framework below uses a simple traffic light system to score the relative impact of the assessment criteria for each 
option. For example, if a cell in the assessment table is coloured: 

rED – 
NEGATIvE IMPACT (wOrSE)

AMBEr – 
SOME NEGATIvE IMPACT (OK)

GrEEN –
 lIMITED Or POSITIvE IMPACT (BEST)

•	 a small number of existing mobile money 
schemes;

•	 single operator schemes, usually mnos;

•	 relatively successful schemes, with broadly 
similar market shares;

mARKET coNTExT: ASSESSmENT ExAmplE 1 

mobilE moNEy SEcToR bANK pAymENTS SEcToR REGulATioN

•	 Bank account market share concentrated in 
single bank, the national bank;

•	 relatively immature retail electronic payments;

•	 commercial payments networks are available 
for retail services, such as for atms and pos, 
penetration of these services is relatively low;

•	 national acH exists, operating intra-day 
clearing and settlement;

•	 regulatory requirements for interoperability 
exist but do not specify a required 
organisational model;

•	 settlement institution is not prescribed;

•	 Financial inclusion is a defined goal of 
regulations.

A.2.1

Market Example 1: Concentrated Banking Sector

in most markets there are a relatively small number of mobile money schemes in operation. in many markets, the retail banking industry 
is concentrated in a small number of banks and electronic payments are not widespread. this example demonstrates the use of the as-
sessment framework to consider the most appropriate implementation option for this type of market.
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analysing these market conditions using the criteria given in the sections above leads to the following assessment:

mnos 
unDerstanD 
Bilateral 
aGreements

ASSESSMENT 
CrITErIA

BIlATErAl 
AGrEEMENT

NEUTrAl 
PrOCESSOr 

COMMErCIAl 
PrOCESSOr

PArTNEr 
BANK TO 
NATIONAl 
ACH 

DIrECT 
CONNECT TO 
NATIONAl 
ACH

COMMErCIAl 
PrOCESSOr 
FOr BANK 
INTErFACE

rISK IMPACT

IMPlEMEN-
TATION 
COMPlExITy

TrANSAC-
TION COST 
IMPACT

rEGUlATOry 
FrAMEwOrK

AGrEEMENT 
FrAMEwOrK

SCAlABIlITy

USEr 
ExPErIENCE

TIME TO 
MArKET

neW rules For 
settlement 
reQuireD

neW rules For 
settlement. 
relies on tHirD 
party.

stanDarD 
For BotH 
inter-scHeme 
anD Bank 
inteGration

alloWs 
central Bank 
to monitor all 
inter-scHeme 
settlement

knoWn For 
inter-scHeme. 
neW For Bank 
inteGration

common apis 
reQuireD

new service to be 
created

potential to 
use eXistinG 
processor. api 
reQuireD

common apis 
For scHemes. 
sinGle Bank 
inteGration

cHanGes 
to acH 
speciFications

potential to 
use eXistinG 
processor. api 
reQuireD 

inter-mmo 
scHeme By 
aGreement    
Bank By 
aGreement

unknoWn 
BeneFit For 
Very loW 
Value tXns

siGniFicant 
aDDitional tXn 
costs

inter-scHeme 
By aGreement

acH Bank 
suBmission 
costs.

partner 
Bank acH 
settlement

unknoWn 
aDDitional 
costs

no BlockinG 
reGulation

cost impact 
For Financial 
inclusion

cost impact 
For Financial 
inclusion

no BlockinG 
reGulation

not eXplicitly 
reQuireD By 
reGulation

cost impact 
For Financial 
inclusion

eXistinG 
structures

neW JV, unDer 
scHemes’ 
control

neW scHeme 
anD processor

eXistinG 
structure. 
acH outsiDe 
scHemes’ 
control

unDeFineD 
–acH outsiDe 
scHemes’ 
control

limiteD cHoice 
For Bank 
inter-Face 
outsiDe 
scHemes’ 
control

Direct 
connections 
to eacH 
participant

sinGle 
connection

sinGle 
connection

sinGle 
connection 
For Banks

sinGle 
connection 
For all

sinGle 
connection 
For Banks

real-time real-time to  
Be Built

real-time to  
Be Built

clearinG 
Delay in acH 
For Bank 
transFers

clearinG Delay 
in acH For all 
inter-scHeme 
transFers

unknoWn 
settlement 
Delays. 

likely to Be 
relatiVely Fast 
For maJor 
Banks

JV creation 
likely to 
Be time 
consuminG

reasonaBle 
– assuminG 
suitaBle 
processor.

likely to Be 
relatiVely 
Fast.

aGreement 
reQuireD WitH 
central Bank 
anD BankinG 
sector

likely to Be 
relatiVely 
Fast.

Table 8: Market Example 1 Assessment 
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an overall summary can be drawn from the above, as follows:

Well 
unDerstooD

BIlATErAl 
AGrEEMENT

NEUTrAl 
PrOCESSOr 

COMMErCIAl 
PrOCESSOr

PArTNEr 
BANK TO 
NATIONAl 
ACH 

DIrECT 
CONNECT TO 
NATIONAl 
ACH

COMMErCIAl 
PrOCESSOr 
FOr BANK 
INTErFACE

OvErAll 
ASSESSMENT

suspect time 
to market Vs 
BeneFit

aDDitional 
costs may Be 
proHiBitiVe

Questions 
oVer cost anD 
usaBility

central Bank 
settlement.

potential 
strateGic 
option

Questions 
oVer costs 
anD control

Table 9: Market Example 1 Assessment Summary

in this example assessment, bilateral agreements between different mmos and individual banks could be considered to be most 
appropriate. this is because the number of participant organisations is low, each having a relatively successful mobile money service, 
the bank market is particularly concentrated in a relatively small number of banks and added cost for interoperable transaction can 
be most effectively managed, since financial inclusion is a defined goal of regulations. this approach can be quick to deploy if agree-
ment is readily reached for the technical integrations required (a solution would not necessarily require additional technical vendors) 
as there is no need to introduce a new legal entity which would increase commercial complexity or attempt to negotiate low-cost 
commercial agreements with third party processors.

A.2.2

Market Example 2: Mature Inter-Bank Connectivity

unlike the market example above, in this example the banking sector is mature and electronic payments are more widely available and 
accepted. there are a relatively small number of mobile money schemes, each run by a single operator (e.g. an mno), that have yet to 
gain significant penetration in the market. 

•	 a small number of existing mobile money 
schemes, which do not yet have significant 
penetration;

•	 single operator schemes, usually mnos;

•	 relatively successful schemes, with broadly 
similar market shares;

mARKET coNTExT: ASSESSmENT ExAmplE 2 

mobilE moNEy SEcToR bANK pAymENTS SEcToR REGulATioN

•	 competitive banking sector, with a number 
larger banks have relatively level market shares 
and a larger number of smaller banks;

•	 relatively mature retail electronic payments;

•	 penetration of commercial payments 
networks for retail services, (such as for 
atms) includes all banks;

•	 national acH exists, operating intra-day 
clearing and settlement;

•	 regulatory requirements for interoperability 
exist but do not specify a required 
organisational model;

•	 the settlement institution is not prescribed;

•	 no explicit requirements for financial inclusion, 
although there is significant political will to 
address this.
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analysing these market conditions using the criteria given in the sections above, leads to the following assessment:

Table 10: Market Example 2 Assessment 

mmo 
Bilaterals 
unDerstooD

larGe numBers 
oF Bank 
interFaces

ASSESSMENT 
CrITErIA

BIlATErAl 
AGrEEMENT

NEUTrAl 
PrOCESSOr 

COMMErCIAl 
PrOCESSOr

PArTNEr 
BANK TO 
NATIONAl 
ACH 

DIrECT 
CONNECT TO 
NATIONAl 
ACH

COMMErCIAl 
PrOCESSOr 
FOr BANK 
INTErFACE

rISK IMPACT

IMPlEMEN-
TATION 
COMPlExITy

TrANSAC-
TION COST 
IMPACT

rEGUlATOry 
FrAMEwOrK

AGrEEMENT 
FrAMEwOrK

SCAlABIlITy

USEr 
ExPErIENCE

TIME TO 
MArKET

neW rules For 
settlement 
reQuireD

neW rules For 
settlement. 
relies on tHirD 
party.

stanDarD 
For BotH 
inter-scHeme 
anD Bank 
inteGration

alloWs 
central Bank 
to monitor all 
inter-scHeme 
settlement

mmo Bilateral 
unDerstooD. 
mature 
processor For 
Banks

common apis 
reQuireD

neW serVice to 
Be createD

potential to 
use eXistinG 
processor. api 
reQuireD

common apis 
For scHemes. 
sinGle Bank 
inteGration

cHanGes 
to acH 
speciFications

potential to 
use eXistinG 
processor. api 
reQuireD 

inter-mmo 
scHeme By 
aGreement    
Bank By 
aGreement

unknoWn 
BeneFit For 
Very loW 
Value tXns

siGniFicant 
aDDitional tXn 
costs

inter-scHeme 
By aGreement

acH Bank 
suBmission 
costs

partner 
Bank acH 
settlement

mature market 
sHoulD Be 
reFlecteD in 
tXn costs

no BlockinG 
reGulation

no BlockinG 
reGulation

no BlockinG 
reGulation

no BlockinG 
reGulation

not eXplicitly 
reQuireD By 
reGulation

no BlockinG 
reGulation

eXistinG 
structures 
For mnos 
aGreements 
reQuireD WitH 
lots oF Banks

neW JV, unDer 
scHemes’ 
control

neW scHeme 
anD processor 
aGreement 

eXistinG 
structure. 
acH outsiDe 
scHemes’ 
control

unDeFineD 
–acH outsiDe 
scHemes’ 
control

sinGle 
aGreement 
neGotiateD 
WitH 
estaBlisHeD 
processor, 
may limit 
scHemes’ 
control

Direct 
connections 
to eacH 
participant

sinGle 
connection

sinGle 
connection

sinGle 
connection 
For Banks

sinGle 
connection 
For all

sinGle 
connection 
For Banks

real-time real-time to  
Be Built

real-time to  
Be Built

clearinG 
Delay in acH 
For Bank 
transFers

clearinG Delay 
in acH For all 
inter-scHeme 
transFers

commercial 
real-time 
netWork 
aVailaBle 
(i.e. atm 
processor).

sloW to 
market For all 
Banks

JV creation 
likely to 
Be time 
consuminG

reasonaBle 
– assuminG 
suitaBle 
processor.

likely to Be 
relatiVely 
Fast.

aGreement 
reQuireD WitH 
central Bank 
anD BankinG 
sector

likely to Be 
relatiVely 
Fast.
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BIlATErAl 
AGrEEMENT

NEUTrAl 
PrOCESSOr 

COMMErCIAl 
PrOCESSOr

PArTNEr 
BANK TO 
NATIONAl 
ACH 

DIrECT 
CONNECT TO 
NATIONAl 
ACH

COMMErCIAl 
PrOCESSOr 
FOr BANK 
INTErFACE

an overall summary can be drawn from the above, as follows:

Table 11: Market Example 2 Assessment Summary

in this example assessment, bilateral agreements between different mmos, and using a commercial process to connect to all banks, 
could be considered to be most appropriate. this is based on the assumption that an established in-country processor operates an 
existing mature real-time service for the banking sector, which has costs appropriate to the needs of the local market; and that the 
national acH cannot offer a similar level of service. this mixed approach should be relatively quick to deploy if agreement between 
schemes is readily reached for the technical integrations required and between schemes and the commercial bank processor.

DiFFicult to 
manaGe scale 
to BankinG 
sector

OvErAll 
ASSESSMENT

suspect time 
to market Vs 
BeneFit

aDDitional 
costs may Be 
proHiBitiVe

Questions 
oVer Delay in 
acH 

no eXplicit 
reQuirement 
For central 
Bank 
settlement. 
potential 
strateGic 
option

Bilateral For 
mmo scHemes, 
mature 
operation, 
real-time 
processor For 
Banks, sHoulD 
Be aBle to 
manaGe cost
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17.  Bis, committee of payments and settlement systems, the role of central bank money in payment systems, http://www.bis.org/publ/cpss55.pdf

18.  Bis, committee of payments and settlement systems, principles for Financial market infrastructures

Appendix B -
AcH and Rtgs Basics

B.1

oveRvIeW

this appendix discusses the potential use of banking a sector central settlement system (e.g. an acH) for the processing and settle-
ment of transactions between mmo schemes – providing a2a interoperability between schemes. automated clearing house (acH) is 
the american term for a central Bank service that provides bank account to bank account payment transaction clearing and settlement. 
typically, an acH is used for lower-value payment transactions for the retail bank market, although not necessarily as low as commonly 
occurs in mmo schemes.

the appendix discusses the typical arrangements for lower-value direct credit transactions (i.e. a sender initiated transfer from one bank 
account to another) using an acH, with the objective to provide background information for its potential use for the processing and set-
tlement of a2a transactions.

it is worth noting that in some markets an acH may not be used and that lower-value direct credits between banks may be carried out 
using direct connectivity under bilateral agreements between banks. this highlights that the need for a payment network for lower-value 
payments is very dependent on local market conditions.

the source of material relating to general central bank activities is the Bank of international settlements report ‘the role of central bank 
money in payment systems’17 and ‘principles for Financial market infrastructures’18. 
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B.2

InteR-BAnK PAyMent systeMs

a payment system can be thought of as “a particular set of payment instruments, technical standards for the transmission of payment 
messages and an agreed means of settling claims among system members, including use of a nominated settlement institution.”18

an inter-bank payment system is a “means of settling claims” between commercial banks issuing money and using the central bank 
as the settlement institution. the payment may either be financed with funds already on the account of the paying bank or with credit 
provided by the settlement institution. 

an inter-bank payment system involves the customers of the commercial banks making and receiving payments. additionally, the 
system can encompass customers of other banks, where the bank has a correspondent relationship with a commercial bank payment 
system member, to create more complex chains of payments than seen in a straightforward single bank-to-bank transfer.

a typical inter-bank payment system is illustrated below.

Figure 8: Typical Inter-bank Payment System

SETTlEMENT 
INSTITUTION

PAyEr

BANK A

BANK C PAyEE

BANK B

Inter-bank 
Payment 
System

each organisation has the following roles:

Central Bank (Settlement Institution):

•	 provides accounts for members of the inter-bank payment system

•	 provides liquidity (ie issues money and lends member banks funds)

•	 manages risk throughout system (ie sets the rules for provision of liquidity by members)
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Member Banks (Bank A and Bank B):

•	 are commercial banks and members of the inter-bank system

•	 Have settlement (reserve) accounts with the settlement institution

•	 provide accounts and payment services for their customers

•	 manages the counterparty risk associated with its agency Banks

•	 provide liquidity to its customers (ie issue and lend money)

 
Agency Banks (Bank C):

•	 represent second-tier banks who do not have direct connection to payment system

•	 Have a correspondent relationship with a member Bank

•	 manages the counterparty risk associated with its member Banks

•	 provide accounts and payment services for its customers

 
Payer:

•	 sender organisation or individual

•	 originator of the payment instruction

 
 Payee:

•	 Beneficiary for the payment.

typically, the following types of payment products are offered through inter-bank payment systems:

•	 Direct credit – on instruction from the payer, a single funds transfer from a payer’s bank account into the payee’s bank account

•	 Direct Debit – on instruction from the payee (the originator), a single or recurring funds transfer from a payer’s bank account into 
the payee’s bank account

•	 standing order – on instruction from the payer, a recurring funds transfer from a payer’s bank account into the payee’s bank account

 
in any market there are likely to be number of inter-bank payment systems that has the central Bank as the settlement institution (i.e. 
the lender of last resort). typically, an acH is used for lower-value payment transactions for the retail bank market. and, again typically, 
higher-value payments between banks are undertaken using a real-time gross settlement (rtGs) service. 
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AcH PAyMent systeMs

as introduced above, the transaction processing for lower-value payments through the acH is separate to the higher-value processing 
through the rtGs, which provides the funds settlement between the member banks of the acH. 

this is illustrated below:

Figure 9: Typical ACH Payment System

BANK A

PAyEE

PAyEr

rTGS

ACH

BANK C

BANK B

ACH

Net 
Settlement

Net 
Settlement

Account at 
Bank C

SETTlEMENT 
INSTITUTION

the typical process for direct credits is (ignoring the agency bank in the diagram above):

•	 the payer send an instruction to their Bank to transfer money from their account to the account of the payee;

•	 the payer’s bank debits the payer’s account and sends the instruction to the acH;

•	 the acH determines that the payer’s Bank owes the payee’s Bank the appropriate amount, netting all transactions, and notifies 
the payer’s Bank;

•	 the payer’s Bank pays the central Bank;

•	 the central Bank pays the payee’s Bank;

•	 the payee’s Bank credits the payee’s bank account.

B.3
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the typical transaction functionality of an acH processor is straightforward. it receives transactions instructions, verifies and routes them 
to the correct bank and notifies the originator of the outcome. this is illustrated below:

NOTIFy

vErIFy & rOUTE

Figure 10: ACH Transaction Functions

BANK A BANK B

Approve
ACH

Submit

the time interval for settlement of the transactions processed through the acH depends on the capabilities of the rtGs – where the 
actual funds associated with the transaction instructions are settled between the banks. if the rtGs is not capable of intra-day settle-
ment, then acH settlement cannot be intra-day. the frequency for acH transaction settlement depends on the period supported by 
the settlement institution’s rtGs.

payments between the central Bank and the member Banks are via settlement or reserve accounts at the central Bank, and, typically, 
count as part of their overall liquidity ratios. 

in some schemes, the acH is allocated a settlement account at the central Bank and sends instructions to pay against that account. 
therefore, in this case, the payer’s Bank pays (the net settlement amount) into the acH settlement account from its account at the cen-
tral Bank and the acH pays into the payee’s Bank account at the central bank.

in some markets (notably the uk), there are multiple acH systems. legacy acH systems, operated using a batched next day transac-
tion settlement approach, continue to be used for direct debit instructions for utility and regular bill payments, which have a very much 
higher volume than is required for direct credits. Here, direct credits operate on a separate system to an intra-day settlement cycle. Both 
transactional systems use the central bank as the settlement institution. (note: the environment in the us is more complicated as they 
have multiple Federal reserve Banks under the Federal reserve.)

the separation of rtGs and acH means that each system can be operated by different organisations. as the acH is a transaction netting 
operation it is a technical operation and is often run on an outsourced arrangement from the payment system ‘owner’ (ie the members).
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DIRect connectIon to An AcH

For organisations having large volumes of transactions, for efficiency purposes, some acH systems allow direct connections. this allows 
corporate customers and service providers (bureaux) to be able to submit transactions directly into the acH processor without passing 
the transaction instruction through a member bank. Funds are settled through bank accounts as normal. this is illustrated below.

Figure 11: Direct Connection to an ACH 

PAyEr

BANK A

PAyEE

BANK B

rTGS
SETTlEMENT 
INSTITUTION

ACH 
PrOCESSOr

ACH

Intra-day Net 
Settlement

Account at 
Bank A

some central Banks require very high volume transaction originators to have a direct connection into the acH. the criteria to this can 
depend on the number or value of transactions is relation to the number or value of transaction submitted in total by their bank. this 
allows integrity risk and reliability to be managed more directly.

B.4
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cLeARIng MMo e-Money tHRoUgH An AcH

one of the potential implementation options for a2a interoperability (see section 3.6), speculates that one potential option would be for 
mmo schemes to connect directly to the inter-bank acH to enable e-money account to bank account transactions to be submitted. this 
aims to enable all transactions, including inter-scheme e-money transactions, to be passed through the acH. 

note: the acH scheme would need to change to allow references for mobile wallet accounts as well as bank accounts; or the mmo 
scheme change to use acH bank account references.

the research conducted for this paper did not find any examples of an inter-bank acH being used for e-money to bank account transfers. 
although, in principle, e-money has a par value with real money and the use of specific reserve or limit accounts for settlement of e-
money could be a valid approach, there does not seem to be specific examples to draw on for comparison.

B.5
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Appendix c -
example task Force 
terms of Reference
this appendix provides an example of the terms of reference for a collaborative industry body to drive a2a interoperability in a market. 
this body is referred to as the task Force (see section 6 above).  

purpose – a high-level statement of the aims of the task Force:

the task Force is an industry forum to allow mmos to discuss, investigate and, if appropriate, agree and define a common approach for 
a2a interoperability between accounts at different mmo payment schemes and between accounts at mmo schemes and at banks.

reportinG – Formal and informal reporting structure for the task Force:

representatives participating in the task Force report progress to their respective management within their organisations.

the task Force may also provide information on its activities and deliverables to the central Bank. 

oBJectiVes – outline of the objectives of the task Force:

the objectives of the task Force are:

•	  provide a forum for discussion and investigation relating to the development and deployment of interoperable mmo payment 
schemes;

•	 Facilitate cooperative activity relating to the development of interoperable mobile e-money, including:

a. interoperable specifications;

b. service delivery processes;

c. user experience; 

•	 enable resolution of all non-competitive issues that may lead to an increase in risk;

•	  identify and engage with external stakeholders (such as banks) in the development of interoperable mmo payments;

•	  promote interoperability of technology and service delivery across mmo scheme implementations;

•	 identify and share non-confidential information between participants on any aspects of specifications and implementations.
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scope – a description of the scope of work for the task Force:

the initial scope of work for the task Force is limited to interoperability of mmo payment schemes between themselves and with bank 
accounts. other types of interoperability are currently outside the scope of the task Force. additional aspects may be considered if 
agreed by all participants and as such the scope of work for the task Force may change over time. 

memBersHip – an outline of the non-exclusive member criteria for the group, including:

the task Force is open to staff from mmo payment schemes. 

representation on the task Force should be consistent throughout the operation of the group and with decision-making authority for 
their respective organisation. 

With prior warning, members of the task Force may choose to invite colleagues, banking sector representatives or external experts to 
attend meetings as particular subject experts. 

metHoD oF WorkinG – Description of how members of the task Force would work  
together, such as: 

Face to face meetings are to be held on a quarterly basis, with monthly conference calls being held between meetings.

the task Force will be administered by:

•	  chairman – XXX (to be decided);

•	 secretary – XXX (to be decided).

the agendas for meetings are set by the task Force – with representatives submitting items for the agenda at least five working days in 
advance. the agenda will be made available at least four working days before each meeting.

the task Force will commission specific work items (with agreed deliverables and timescales) for particular workstreams through as-
signed workstream participants. 

a workstream deliverable will be reviewed by the task Force and relevant mmo representatives before the deliverable is published to a 
wider audience. 
 

FunDinG – Description of how the task Force is to be funded. For example:

the task Force does not have a specific allocated budget.

resources for administration, meetings and deliverables will be provided by participating mmos.

any funding requirements will be considered as they are identified and cost allocation agreed by the members of the task Force. 
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appenDiX c - eXample task Force terms oF reFerence

conFiDentiality – the inclusion of confidential clauses, such as: 

each participant undertakes that it will not at any time during its participation use, divulge or communicate to any outside bodies or 
individuals or other parts of a participant’s group not being a participant of the task Force (except as may be required by law or any legal 
or regulatory authority), any confidential information concerning the business or affairs of the task Force. 

confidential information may include, but is not limited to, know-how, trade secrets and information of a commercial or sensitive nature, 
discussions, resolutions, minutes, papers, documents and information of any kind.  

constraints – limitations to ensure that the task Force does not act in a non-competitive way. 
clauses such as: 

the task Force will not be permitted to discuss any matters that are: 

•	  contrary to the provisions of in country competition regulations;

•	  commercially sensitive to participating organisations;

•	 the marketing of products or services from external organisations, except in cases where there is a defined potential benefit.
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a2a interoperaBility makinG moBile money scHemes interoperate

Appendix D -
glossary of terms
the table below defines the terms and abbreviations used within this document.

A2A account-to-account

AbbREviATioN oR TERm dEfiNiTioN

Table 12: Terms and abbreviations

AcH automateD clearinG House

ATm automateD teller macHine

iNTERopERAbiliTy tHe aBility oF systems to sHare Data anD operate reciprocally

RTGS real-time Gross settlement

mmo moBile money operator

mNo moBile netWork operator
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